Encore for Wood And Concrete
Features and Benefits
Wood and Concrete Resurfacer
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Resurface Wood Decks- Encore! is a composite
coating that resurfaces wood decking, filling in
cracks and locking down splinters. Encore
creates a durable, slip-resistant surface and saves
the consumer thousands over replacement costs.

Resurface Concrete- Encore can also be used to
resurface concrete, filling in cracks up to 1/8”
and creating a durable, impact-resistant surface.
Professional Grade- Encore Coatings’ years of
experience are rooted in the commercial
coatings arena. The expertise behind the Encore
formulations are currently on projects such as
The Statue of Liberty Pier and the Port of San
Francisco. This technology has been refined to
provide professional grade products for
residential use.
Unlimited Colors- Encore! is tinted by mixing
1-gallon of exterior latex paint into each Encore
kit . This allows for the ultimate level of
creativity and value to the consumer.
Best-in-Class Dry/Recoat Time- Encore is dry
and ready to be recoated in 15-30 minutes.
Competitive products require 4-6 hours between
coats. Encore is applied and ready for use in less
than half the time of competitors!
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Fastest Growing Category in the Industry- In
2013 the deck resurfacing category was the
fastest growing segment in the market. Your
customer not only needs Encore, they WANT
Encore. Get on board now!
Lifetime Warranty- Encore! provides an
industry-leading warranty: A Lifetime Warranty
on residential jobs and a 10-year warranty on
commercial jobs.
*Testing*- Encore! has off-the-charts 3rd Party
ASTM testing . These tests include ADACompliant Slip-Resistant Ratings, Outstanding
Abrasion Resistance, and Perfect Adhesion.
Water-Based- Encore! is non-hazardous and
easy to clean up with just soap and water.
Encore is also Low VOC (Volatile Organic
Compound)- VOC’s can be harsh solvents and
are highly regulated in some states. Encore! has
a very low VOC content, making it safe for
adults, children, and pets.

Easy to Apply- With Encore! no special skills or
tools are required for application. Only standard
paint tools (paint brush/paint roller/etc) are
needed to complete the job! If they can paint
they can apply Encore!.

Contact Us:
email: info@encorecoatings.com
Phone: 888 776 2242

